
T h e  “ N e w  A g e ”  o f  t h e  
L e g a l  P r o f e s s i o n
Why Quantitative Skil ls Matter
for Lawyers

“ Innumerable are the lawyers
who explain that they picked
law over a technical field
because they have a ‘math
block ’ ”
The Honourable Judge Richard
Posner 1

On 18 June 1964 at about
11:30am, Mrs Juanita Brooks fel l
victim to a robbery as she made
her way home from grocery
shopping in San Pedro, Los
Angeles . A couple were seen
running from the scene of the
crime, whom witnesses
described as man of African-
American descent with a beard
and a moustache, and a
Caucasian woman wearing dark
clothing with her hair in a “dark
blonde ponytail ” . They were
later seen driving off in a “partly
yellow” car .2

A few days after the robbery,
Malcolm and Janet Coll ins were
arrested on suspicion of having
committed the robbery and
fitt ing the eyewitnesses’
descriptions . Malcolm was of
African-American descent and
though clean-shaven when
arrested, had evidence of
recently having a beard and a
moustache. Janet, whose hair
appeared to be dark blonde,
was wearing it in a ponytai l . The
couple also happened to drive a
yellow car .
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As the prosecution had faced some
difficulty in establ ishing the
identities of the offenders due to
the vague eyewitness descriptions,
it called a professor of
mathematics as a witness, who
suggested that a conservative set of
probabil i t ies for the characteristics
noted by the eyewitnesses could be
summarised as follows:

Man with moustache - 1/4
Girl with blond hair - 1/3
Girl with ponytail - 1/10
Black man with beard - 1/10
Interracial couple in a car - 1/1000
Partly yellow car - 1/10

The prosecution argued that as the
probabil i ty of a randomly chosen
couple meeting these
characteristics was the product of
the above probabi l it ies , this
amounted to a probabi l ity of one in
12 mill ion that any couple
possessed the distinctive
characteristics of the defendants ;
this , the prosecution argued,
represented the likel ihood of a
given pair of persons in Los Angeles
fulfi l l ing all of the criteria set out in
the table above, and was proof
beyond a reasonable doubt that the
defendants were the couple in
question.

The jury agreed and Malcolm and
Janet Coll ins were found guilty of
second-degree robbery.

On appeal , however, the judgment
was reversed by the majority of the
Court and a retrial was ordered.3
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It was held that the trial court had erred in
admitt ing evidence pertaining to the
mathematical theory of probabil i ty and in
denying the defendants’ motion to strike out
such evidence that was based on the
prosecution’s extremely erroneous
understanding of statistical probabil i ty and
misuse of mathematics .

As it was later revealed on appeal , the
prosecution had put forward arbitrary values for
the probabil i t ies summarised in the table,
alongside assumptions about the perpetrators
that were not grounded on any statist ical
research or sound evidence.

Various other fallacies in the prosecution’s
argument were addressed by the Supreme Court
of Cali fornia on appeal ,4 highlighting rather
alarmingly how the prosecution’s vague and
inaccurate estimations and mathematically
unsound approach jeopardised the liberties of
two individuals who may have been innocent to
begin with.

Interest ingly enough, i t was later revealed that
the reversal of the defendants’ conviction on
appeal rested primarily on the arguments that
had been made by a law clerk who was assist ing
one of the court’s judges at the time – Laurence
Tribe.5 Having majored in mathematics as an
undergraduate at Harvard, Tribe decided to
enter law school . His research memo had
flagged all the obvious errors made by the
prosecution at trial , as well as other more
complex points on statistical probabil i ty which
the prosecution had erroneously applied.

Tribe’s arguments demonstrated a keen and
sophist icated understanding of the complexit ies
of stat istics and probabil i ty and how it ought to
have been applied in the case, and led to the
defendant’s convictions being overturned.

The seminal case of People v
Coll ins , summarised above, highl ights the
dangers of an inadequate evidentiary
foundation and more pertinently, a lack of
adequate statistical theory.

In criminal cases, where the stakes are
undoubtedly higher, a fallacious or
mathematically unsound argument can have
particular ly catastrophic
consequences. Coll ins also demonstrates the
intersection between two seemingly unlikely
bedfellows: quantitative methods and the law.

In just over 50 years since Coll ins , the
prol iferation and increasing availabil i ty of
data and analytics, even in the legal sector ,
inevitably heightens the significance of these
issues, particularly when assessing the merits
of evidence being presented before the
courts .

More recently , in 2013, the Chicago-based
7th US Circuit Court of Appeals affi rmed the
dismissal of a suit brought by a prison inmate,
who alleged that a three-week lapse in his
blood pressure medication resulted in a
serious medical condition. In its opinion, the
Court of Appeals had some choice words for
the lawyers, as well as the magistrate and the
federal judge who had heard the case, for
fail ing to cite or refer to any medical evidence
supporting the inmate’s allegation.

What Judge Posner found especial ly
“troubling” was the fact that the magistrate
and the federal judge had assumed the
inmate could present the relevant evidence to
support his claim, while the defence lawyers
had “ largely ignored the issue” .6

Noting that lawyers today would have to
grapple with scienti fic and technological
issues that figure increasingly in l itigation, the
seeming discomfort that lawyers and even
judges continue to express when confronting
such issues remained a cause for concern.

Beyond Theory: Why Quantitative Skills
Matter for Lawyers

No longer restr icted to traditional fields such
as medicine, there have been calls to extend
evidence-based thinking and empir ical
testing to other professional discipl ines, such
as business.7
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Yet, empirical and evidence-based
approaches have long been a mainstay in
other discipl ines of the social sciences ; for
example, courses on quantitative research
methods form part of the core curriculum in
policy schools .8

In recent years , the legal f ield has witnessed
an exponential growth in empirical legal
scholarship. Legal art icles have started to
increasingly rely on empirical research
(including computer programmes and data
sets) to support their arguments ; some even
go to the extent of presenting original
empirical evidence as part of their
submissions .9

The field of empirical legal research has
steadily gained prominence in the United
States ; renowned institut ions such as
Stanford University have even established
research centres as well as workshops and
courses dedicated to empirical legal
research. 10 Leading law schools in the United
States have also seen an increase in the
number of faculty members who are
empirically trained. 11

Outside of the United States, a number of
universities and higher-learning inst itutions
have recently introduced part-t ime courses
on empirical research methods. A university
in Amsterdam offers an introductory course
on empirical research methods for legal
studies . 12 I t seeks to equip law students with
a background in social science research
methods, whi le allowing social sc ientists the
opportunity to gain a foundational
understanding of legal concepts .

Academics have also emphatically cal led for
law students to be trained in empirical
research methods and quantitative skil ls to
be adequately prepared for legal
practice ; 13 such training, they argued, would
enhance the students’ abil i ty to critically
assess and util ise information by gaining
exposure across a spectrum of qualitative as
wel l as quantitative methodologies, such as
statistics and surveys . 14

Law students with a strong grounding in
quantitat ive skil ls would eventually go on to
become law graduates boasting a unique

interdiscipl inary training that would serve them
in good stead for the many possible roles that
they might hold, be it as advocates and/or
solicitors , judges, legislators , researchers or
policy makers .

What has given rise to this trend? Why do
numbers seem to matter more so now, than it
did before? Commentators have highlighted the
transformation of the legal services industry as
the primary driving factor behind the push for
the legal profession to embrace empiricism.

As early as some six years ago, Daniel Katz
described the legal industry as undergoing an
“ information revolution” , 15 with the practice of
law gradually being transformed to encompass
and integrate areas such as informatics ,
computing and even quantitative legal
prediction (QLP) . Familiaris ing oneself with
these areas, which stem from the empirical
sciences, inevitably means that lawyers need to
be cognisant of the economic realit ies that the
new legal labour market is and will be grappl ing
with, and equip themselves with ski l ls beyond
just the traditional legal theory.

The apparent move towards advocating for a
more evidence-based approach to legal practice
demonstrates a strong need for legal
practitioners (even the non-mathematically
inclined) to master a basic understanding of
core quantitative analytical methods and skil ls .

This is arguably more pertinent as we herald
“the new age” 16 of the legal profession where we
are witnessing the rapid convergence of law and
technology, as wel l as growing conversations
about big data, art if icial intel l igence (AI) ,
coding, machine learning and robot lawyers .

The value of quantitative training is obvious;
however, rather than compell ing lawyers to be
able to produce competent quantitat ive
evidence, the aim instead is to enable lawyers to
be “educated consumers” of basic quantitat ive
skil ls . 17

Today’s lawyers wil l have to grapple with
arguments framed in quantitat ive terms, and
the evaluation and presentation of quantitative
data when dealing with increasingly complex
matters that often straddle issues beyond just
the law. 18
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Concepts such as probabil i ty, expected values,
sensitivi ty analysis and risk aversion, as well as
the value of obtaining additional information,
are useful analytical tools that legal
practit ioners can consider equipping
themselves with to better address clients ’
needs.

Lawyers who deal with corporate cl ients and
who have acquired a degree of fluency in the
analyt ical skil ls typically associated with
business courses and practice, such as
accounting and the interpretation of financial
statements, have a competit ive advantage and
can value-add to their legal practice .

Such fluency is not restricted to corporate
practice alone, however : family law
practit ioners negotiating divorce agreements
or child custody arrangements would also need
to be able to interpret and critique financial
statements in the course of their work.

Lawyers engaged in corporate advisory work –
for example, advising non-profits or
government agencies, where performance is
typically measured in accordance with
financial reports and information obtained in
discovery is largely financial in nature – would
need to be able to understand and interpret
key documents such as balance sheets and
income statements .

Introductory courses on finance allow lawyers
to have a basic grasp of key concepts such as
the time value of money; this enables them to
better represent and efficiently advise their
cl ients in a range of legal matters , ranging
from contract negotiat ions to l it igat ion
settlements ; it also promotes a better
appreciation of the intricacies and nuances of
corporate legal practice .

Even outside the corporate realm, legal
practit ioners deal with quantitat ive
information on an almost daily basis . For
example, c ivi l and criminal lawyers would
often have to work with (or against) expert
witnesses in the assessment of damages and
forensic evidence in criminal cases
respectively ; anti -trust lawyers frequently work
with experts who provide quantitative
evidence about market effects .

Lawyers also have to deal with electronically
stored information, technology-assisted review
and other eDiscovery issues, while antitrust
lawyers frequently work with experts who
provide quantitative evidence about market
effects .

Lawyers who can bring to the table (and
courtroom!) quantitative skil ls that
complement their substantive legal knowledge
are poised to dif ferentiate themselves from
their peers and colleagues . Clients who require
expertise in these areas are l ikely to seek out
such lawyers who undoubtedly set themselves
apart and value-add to clients with a diverse
skil l -set that extends beyond knowledge of
substantive law alone.

For example, corporate cl ients in the areas of
risk management and compliance may wish to
mine their own data for risk assessment – such
as using data to predict and detect
misconduct, fraud and harassment. Lawyers
trained in quantitative skil ls are thus able to
advise their cl ients more eff iciently and
expediently ; they may even uti l ise these skil ls
to present empirical evidence before the
courts to support the arguments they seek to
advance.

To il lustrate : a criminal defence lawyer whose
client is facing a term of imprisonment for a
drug-related offence intends to argue in
mitigation for rehabi l i tation instead. A typical
mitigation plea for such cases would
commonly highlight the offender’s age (for
example, i f he is a young offender) ; family
background; and prospects for successful
rehabil itation, among other considerations .

These arguments could possibly be further
strengthened if the lawyer is able to present
statistical evidence suggest ing a correlation
between rehabil i tat ion and reduced recidivism
rates for drug offenders .

Lawyers in the “New Age” of Legal Practice

The examples outl ined above are of course,
non-exhaustive, but nonetheless underl ie the
argument that today’s lawyers inevitably
encounter issues that straddle both the law
and the empirical sciences .
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Further support for why quantitative skil ls
matter for lawyers can be found in a recently
publ ished report by LexisNexis Bel lwether,
where 176 solicitors in England and Wales
(across all seniority levels) were surveyed to
identify the attributes that sol icitors consider
to be essential in today’s rapidly evolving legal
landscape. 19

Forty-nine per cent of the survey respondents
cited a “good understanding of commerce and
f inance” as an essential ski l l for a lawyer to
thrive in today’s legal sector ; however, 30 per
cent of the respondents took the view that
these ski l ls remained a “bl ind spot” 20 in the
legal profession. The survey respondents were
keenly aware of the perceived skil ls gaps
within the profession, and suggested that
quantitat ive thinking and skil ls would be
valuable tools for lawyers in this “new age” of
legal practice.

Today, the practice of law can be said to be
both a profession and a business – this may
hold particularly true for large law firms and
sole proprietors . Today’s lawyers must be
acquainted with and apply good business
practices, including understanding the drivers
of their own costs and the markets in which
they operate.

Corporate clients – be it multinational
corporations, private equity funds, or even
small-medium enterprises – demand that their
lawyers understand the commercial real it ies
and value of running a business, including its
financial drivers and constraints .21 The
proliferat ion of start-ups, including legal
technology solutions providers , means that
quantitat ive skil ls and the tools of business ,
accounting and finance continue to grow in
significance.

As the market for the delivery of legal services
continues to undergo a signif icant transition,
it would not suffice for lawyers to position
themselves solely as doctrinal lawyers or
practitioners .22

The importance of acquiring the technical
skil ls needed to interpret and analyse
quantitat ive data would better equip lawyers
not just for legal practice in the “new age” ;
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more pertinently, the rapidly evolving methods
of legal service delivery with the advent of
legal technology tools that util ise big data,
algorithms and AI undoubtedly necessitate
some acquaintance with quantitative skil ls and
analyt ical methods to understand the
underlying technologies behind these tools .

The increasing relevance of quantitative
thinking to the practice of law is arguably
inevitable in an age where disruptions to the
tradit ional model of legal service delivery have
redefined what it means to practice law and to
think like a lawyer .

Lawyers who venture out of their comfort zones
and begin to take active steps towards
equipping themselves with quantitative ski l ls
wil l be well-placed to thrive in the legal
practice of the future. A good starting point is
the resource l ist provided at the end of this
article .

Author: Nisha Francine Rajoo

First published in the October 2019 issue of the
Singapore Law Gazette.
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Resource List

For further reading and resources on quantitative skil ls for lawyers , you may refer to the
following materials . Do keep a lookout for additional learning materials on quantitative
skil ls which will be made available on the Legal Research & Development 's new microsite
in the coming months.

Books and Articles on Statistics & Probability
Dilnot A. , Blastland M., The Tiger That Isn’ t – Seeing Through a World of Numbers (Prof i le
Books, 2007) .
De Groot, M. H. , Fienberg, S . E. & Kadane, J . B. , eds, Statistics and the Law (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1986) .
Finkelstein M. O. , Basic Concepts of Probabil i ty and Statistics in the Law (Springer
Science, 2009)
Schneps, L. and Colmez, C. , Math on Trial : How Numbers Get Used and Abused in the
Courtroom (New York: Basic Books, 2013)
Spiegelhalter , D. , The Art of Statistics – Learning from Data (Penguin Books UK, 2019) .
Aitken C and Taroni F, “Fundamentals of statist ical evidence – a primer for legal
professionals ” (2008) 12 International Journal of Evidence and Proof 181
Sense About Science, “Making Sense of Statistics ” (Sense about Science, 29 April 2010)

Basics of Accounting, Probability and Statistics

Understanding Accounting Basics

Introduction to Probabil ity & Statistics

I f you are interested in additional resources on any of the above topics, please write in to
the Legal Research & Development department at lrd@lawsoc.org.sg
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1350/ijep.2008.12.3.296
https://senseaboutscience.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Makingsenseofstatistics.pdf
https://betterexplained.com/articles/understand-accounting-basics-aloe-and-balance-sheets/
https://betterexplained.com/articles/a-brief-introduction-to-probability-statistics/
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